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Resumen:

Entrada libre hasta completar el aforo

The computing ecosystem is at the verge of an important transformation. After the pioneer large
computer systems, a first revolution was sparked by the personal computer by making computing
accessible to every single person not only at work but also at home for personal uses. These personal
computers have evolved to more powerful and smaller systems and have expanded into a variety of
form factors such as ultrabooks, tablets and smartphones. These personal devices, or evolutions of
them, will keep being important systems for the end-user in the future, but at the same time, a new
generation of computing devices are emerging. We envision a world where computing will expand
from business and personal uses to be present everywhere: in our cars, in the lighting system of a city,
in our shoes, and in the clothes we wear just to name a few. These devices will be interconnected and
interoperable, will have the capability of understanding the world around them and provide real time
responses in complex situations, emulating human perception and problem solving. In this talk we will
discuss this trend and some of the research areas that will be key to make this vision a reality.
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